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Deadline for next edition—17th March
St George’s Holcombe

Ash Wednesday—2nd March
10.00 Holy Communion at St Gregory’s, with
ashing if circumstances permit.
Mothering Sunday is 27th March—see local
church publicity for how this will be celebrated.

St Gregory’s Dawlish

Lent Course
Living Stones, Living Hope (USPG)
5 session study course led by Richard Orr
Starting Wednesday 9th March, 2 pm,
St Greg’s.
There will be an evening Zoom of the same
course led by Dallas if there is demand.

St Mary’s Cofton
Mission Community Forum—Dallas writes:
The MCF has not met for the last two years as it
has been very difficult to make any plans for the
Benefice . (cont inside)
Church Services etc in March
St Gregory’s 10 am - Sundays 6th and 20th - Greg’s @10;
13th and 27th —Holy Communion
St George’s 9.30— Sundays 6th and 20th - Holy Communion;
13th and 27th—Morning Worship
St Mary’s 11.00—Sundays 6th and 20th—Morning Worship ;
13th and 27th—Holy Communion
BCP Holy Communion Sunday 6th, 8.00 at St Gregory’s
Midweek—Tuesdays 9 on Zoom—Prayer Meeting;
Wednesdays 10 in St Greg’s—HC; Thursdays 9 on Zoom—Morning Prayer

See Benefice e newsletter for details of links for
Zoom Prayer meetings and
Morning Prayer.
To receive mailing email
st.gregs@btinternet.com

This Magazine
If you are not online
and would like to
receive a hard copy,
please enquire at
each church for the
arrangements that
are being made.
We encourage
those who are on
line to pass copies
to those who
are not!

“Do your little bit of
good where you are; its
those little bits of good
put together that overwhelm the world.”
Archbishop Desmond Tutu

Festivals etc in March
1 David, c.601
2 Chad, Bishop of Lichfield, 672
7 Perpetua, Felicity and their Companions, Martyrs at Carthage, 203
17 Patrick, c.460
19 Joseph of Nazareth
20 Cuthbert, Bishop of Lindisfarne, Missionary, 687
21 Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury, Martyr, 1556
24 Oscar Romero, Archbishop of San Salvador, Martyr, 1980 (commemoration)

25 The Annunciation of Our Lord to the Blessed Virgin Mary
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(Dallas writes, cont). The meeting with James Grier under the title of “What Next?” was partly to think
about how we build towards a new future which will then connect into the Mission Community Forum
when it reconvenes.
However, Diocesan Strategy—Next Steps—suggests a slightly different model, so once the new
officers have been elected at the APCM’s etc then we will look to convene a meeting. Dallas
“Next Steps” is a work in progress and is under revision. If you are not online and would like to see a copy
of the document, please ask.
https://exeter.anglican.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/Next-Steps-MC-vision-document-1-7-21.pdf

This month’s reflection
by a member of the
Diocesan Clergy.
Reflection by Prebendary Jacqueline Taylor – Dean of Women in Ministry
You may have heard of the expedition that is taking place to the Weddell Sea in Antarctica to try and
locate the wreck of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s Ship – Endurance. She sailed from Millbay Dock Plymouth, in
August 1914 and five months became trapped in pack ice in one of the most inhospitable places on
Earth. A 144 foot long 25 foot wide speck – stuck in millions of square miles of ice. After months of pressure building from ice upon her hull, she had to be abandoned, the men now out on the ice. Finally her
timbers crushed, she sank in November 1915.
I have a particular interest in this expedition to locate the ship because my great uncle was on board
Endurance and indeed, along with the other members, endured the long months of raw survival until
their rescue on 29th August 1917.
As Endurance left Plymouth, Lionel knew his destination. He was First Officer on a journey to take Shackleton and his men to undertake the land crossing of Antarctica. And yet he unexpectedly found himself
in a very different type of wilderness to that of the terrain that Jesus encountered in his 40 days of
testing and temptation that we mark in the season of Lent. Antarctica is both the coldest continent, 89°C recorded in 1983 and the driest, with an average annual snowfall of just 125mm.
As the search for Endurance takes place and we enter our Lenten journey with Ash Wednesday on 2 nd
March, I wonder where you think the journey of reflection, prayer and preparation that you are embarking on this year, is going to take you? What will you look to as a map or a chart to guide you and give
you direction? What will you take with you to help you on your way, that you’ll spend time looking at –
reflecting on, reading or studying to help you make the most of the weeks of this precious Lenten journey. In this time when we invite God's Spirit to clear away the clutter, sweep away the dust and wash us
clean. When we, his pilgrim people, are invited to prepare ourselves heart, soul, mind and body for the
new beginnings – the life of Easter.
As he set out, did Lionel expect to be the same person at the end of his journey as he was when he set
out, a young man of twenty five, full of the sense of adventure? Do we expect that the person we are at
the start of our Lenten journey and the person we are at the end of it will be the same or different? Are
we open to say - I will learn from this journey whatever it may bring?
Our journey as disciples is one that will continue long after our Lenten journey is done. There will undoubtedly be times when we face challenges - icebergs that come our way; stepping out into unknown
places; following unmarked paths and encountering new terrain. But - it is an adventure, in faith, with
the one who is Lord of all creation and yet nearer to us than breathing. Calling us ever out of our comfort Zones – out with him on the adventure that he has set before us – ever moving forward to the destination that he has promised.
Prayer of Sir Frances Drake— cont on p 5
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£200,000 Mission and Growth Fund Launched
to Reach Children and Young People
Mission Communities in Devon are being
invited to apply for funding of up to £20,000 for
projects aimed at making new young disciples.
The Diocese of Exeter Mission and Growth
Fund will see £200,000 made available for mission to children, young people and families over
the next two years. The Bishop of Exeter, the Rt
Rev’d Robert Atwell said,
“Work with children, young people and
families is one of the areas of church life most
adversely affected by the pandemic. The days
of simply expecting families to come to us are a
thing of the past. Even before Covid hit us, as a
Diocese we recognised that we need to make
outreach to children and families a priority.
Now the need is even greater. The impact of
Covid and successive lockdowns on the emotional well-being of young people may never be
fully known. The church needs to be there for
them more than ever.”
Phase Two of the Mission and Growth
Fund was originally due to launch in early 2020
but was postponed by the pandemic. £100,000
will be made available this year and £100,000 in
2023. The money is intended to resource or
help start new projects which will engage with
children and young people churches are not
currently reaching. Bishop Robert added,
“We want these grants to have an impact
across the Diocese; so it is likely that smaller
amounts will be made available to more mission
communities rather than simply funding a few
large bids. Projects can be as creative as you
like, but they do need to be sustainable if we
are going to help young people not only engage
with faith but go on to become committed disciples of Jesus Christ.”
St Pancras Church in Plymouth was one of
the churches to receive funding from Phase One
of the Mission and Growth Fund in 2017. The
money went towards employing Mariska Minter
as the Families & Outreach Worker. In the last
five years, she has established weekly groups
for young children in the church’s ‘Godly Playroom, a youth ‘Energise’ group and a parenting
class.
She said,
“We don’t just do children’s work or
adults’ work; we aim a lot at doing whole family

work. We also do a lot of reaching out into the community with things like the Food Larder and that has
broken down a lot of barriers. It’s brought people into
church who never thought about coming to church in
the first place.”
Alongside the food hampers at the Food Larder,
St Pancras Church run family events that draw families
in from the community. Mariska said,
“People from our community who may have
come into our church for one reason now come in because they see it as a place where they are going to
have their family life enriched and a fun place to be
with their whole family. Building up those long-term
relationships mean they build stronger relationships
with church and the result has been that we have
more young families coming to church on a Sunday.”
The Mission and Growth Fund will be open for
applications from 1 March. Applications will need to
be made on behalf of a Mission Community rather
than individual parish. You can apply for up to £20,000
for one project, but most grants will be for smaller
amounts to supplement another fund or budget.
You can find out everything you need to know about
applying, including the eligibility criteria, on the Mission and Growth Fund webpage.
Go to https://exeter.anglican.org/ministry/missionand-growth-fund for more information.

General Synod met in February.

Changes to the faculty jurisdiction rules - the Church’s
equivalent of planning law - were voted through.
Most of the changes will make it easier for churches to
make adaptations such as insulating pipes, draftproofing doors and windows, fitting new non fossil
fuel boilers, electric pew heaters, electric car charging
points and soft furnishings to help worshippers feel
warm and comfortable.
Meanwhile the installation of like-for-like fossil fuel
boilers and new oil tanks will now be subject to a full
faculty application.
The rules come as part of a wide-ranging approach to
meet the 2030 net-zero carbon target set by General
Synod in February 2020. In July 2022 Synod will dis3

cuss a full proposed Routemap to net
zero which is currently out for consultation.
Introducing the legislation, the Dean of Arches, Morag Ellis QC said that the changes represented a “positive and proportionate” part of the
Church’s response to the Climate Emergency. The
proposals do not require or compel parishes to
make changes, but help to foster an informed approach to decisions when they are made.
"Time to put worthy words into actions"
Speaking in the debate, the Church of England’s
lead Bishop for Environmental Affairs, Graham
Usher, who is Bishop of Norwich, said that the
General Synod’s 2020 commitment had been
“noticed and praised” at the COP26 summit in
Glasgow last year.
“Now it is time for us to put those worthy words
into actions,” he said. “For me, the life of the local
parish church is the hope for the world. Each is a
crucial place for where the living out of our faith
happens.

Members voted 331 in favour, with no votes
against and no abstentions, both to acknowledge
the ‘leading role’ that the Government has played
internationally in challenging slavery - while calling
on the Government to ensure the proper protection of minors who are trafficked and enslaved.
The Synod also voted to encourage all dioceses,
deaneries and parishes in the Church of England to
raise awareness of modern slavery. Members further called on people to pray for the victims and
survivors of slavery and trafficking and all those
organisations who work to help and support them.
Adapted from the Church Times
Keith and Linda Chambers remind us that Poppadoms in the
the Strand sells the following toilet papers, if you want to try
some of the brands being considered!
Cheeky Panda: 9 rolls - £5.99, 4 rolls - £3.99;
Ecoleaf: 4 rolls - £2.99;
Who Gives a Crap: 2 rolls - £2.39 (% of this goes to charity)
You can also buy a whole range of eco cleaning materials.

Our parish churches can be exemplars,
leading the way in communities, for
sustainable living. Yes, it is going to be a
challenge, but so is any aspect of
living the Gospel.
It’s a challenge we must step up to.
“The new rules offer encouragement to parishes
to rise to this challenge by de-regulating a range of
actions, some small, some bigger, all of which can
help us move in the right direction. And they help
give a nudge about fossil fuel boilers by seeking to
spark research, discussion, reflection. These
changes are not about ‘telling’, they are about
‘living’ – making it easier for PCCs to choose to live
in a low carbon future for the health of our planet.”
The rules were approved with an overwhelming
majority. They will be laid before Parliament and
come into effect on 1 July 2022.
The General Synod has given unanimous backing
to a call for the Government to ensure the protection of child survivors of trafficking after hearing of
fears that the Nationality and Borders Bill could
leave more children unprotected and at risk.
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Barbara Rains has sent in this poem written by her Something to think about ! – sent in by PJ
(forgive the Americanisms!)
late Mother-in-law, Katherine Rains.
A while back I read a story of a visiting pastor,
who attended a men's breakfast in the middle of a
Cabbage
rural farming area of the country.
The group had asked an older farmer, to say
Nothing is what is seems.
grace for the morning breakfast : "Lord, I hate buttermilk," the farmer began.
The huge round rose
The visiting pastor opened one eye to glance
Double and coarse
at the farmer and to wonder where this was going.
Sitting plump in green bloom on the ground—
The farmer loudly proclaimed, "Lord, I hate
lard."
Pull it up
Now the pastor was growing concerned.
Cut down the middle Without missing a beat, the farmer continued, "And
Slice down the crips green rose
Lord, you know I don't much care for raw white
And show a tree.
flour.
The pastor once again opened an eye to glance
Thick juicy trunk split
around the room and saw that he wasn't the only
Pale green branches
one to feel uncomfortable.
Flat leaves tight compressed Then the farmer added, "But Lord, when you
mix them all together and bake them, I do love
Split a rose into a tree
warm fresh biscuits.
Find a tree with in a rose So Lord, when things come up that we don't
like, when life gets hard, when we don't understand what you're saying to us, help us to just relax
Nothing is what it seems ...
and wait until you are done mixing. It will probably
be even better than biscuits. Amen."
Cont from p2
Disturb us, Lord, when
We are too pleased with ourselves,
THE QUIZ!!
1.
On which mountain did Moses spend 40 days and
When our dreams have come true
40 nights?
Because we dreamed too little,
2.
Which festival is celebrated 40 days after the
When we arrived safely
Lord’s birth?
Because we sailed too close to the shore.
3.
And which 40 days after his Resurrection?
Disturb us, Lord, when
4.
What did God tell Noah that he would send for 40
With the abundance of things we possess
days etc?
We have lost our thirst
5.
What did the people eat in the desert for 40
For the waters of life;
years?
Having fallen in love with life,
6.
They wandered in the desert for 40 years. How
We have ceased to dream of eternity
long should it have taken them?
And in our efforts to build a new earth,
We have allowed our vision
And now to continue the alphabet quizzes with the anOf the new Heaven to dim.
swers all beginning with “B”
Disturb us, Lord, to dare more boldly,
1.
A favourite son
To venture on wilder seas
2.
A “lucky” criminal
3.
A place of captivity, with waters.
Where storms will show Your mastery;
4.
A disciple and a hospital
Where losing sight of land,
5.
An encouraging man
We shall find the stars.
6.
The 2nd letter of the Hebrew alphabet; it also
The “Home Page” for climate/eco info on the CE website
means “house” and begins many place names.
https://www.churchofengland.org/about/environmentand-climate-change

Answers
Sinai, Candlemas/Presentation in the Temple; Ascension;
Rain; Manna; See Deuteronomy 1:2
Benjamin; Barrabas; Babylon; Bartholomew; Barnabas; Beth

This contains useful links to videos of relevant webinars
which may be viewed freely.
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Too much of one thing?
Not enough of another?
Something missed out?
Let the editor know.
A Rocha’s weekly prayer calendar gives a good idea of
all the work in which they are involved.
28 Feb: Lord, as we begin the season of Lent this week,
we pray that people will be motivated to take action to
help tackle climate change as they consider their response to this season and the things they can lay down
or take up. May we all be mindful to walk more lightly
and more considerately upon the earth during this
time. Above all, may our actions help us to remember
what you have given up and the sacrifice you have
made, through Jesus’ death on the cross, for all of humanity and all of creation.
7 Mar: This week we give thanks for our growing community of Eco Churches - now over 4,500 churches
across England and Wales. With over 1,000 awards now
made - including 23 Gold awards - we give thanks for
the commitment and practical steps to care for God’s
earth that these awards represent in local communities
across the country. Please pray for our church leaders,
that the Lord would be their strength and wisdom, as
they continue to share the Lord’s message of hope as
the reality of the climate crisis affects the day to day
lives of so many around the world.
14 Mar: As part of our new vision, our goal is to see
25% of the UK’s churches engaging with Eco Church or
with sister schemes like Eco Congregation in Scotland
and Northern Ireland. Please pray for our Churches
Team as there is so much for them to do this year as
they seek to encourage more churches to engage with
Eco Church, share resources and learning, and through new regional roles - expand our work with
churches in Wales and the North of England.
21 Mar: Please pray for our Partners in Action conservation network as it continues to grow - in 2021 we
welcomed ten new partner organisations to the network. Give thanks for increasing interest from organisations wanting to join - we have over 40 Christian projects with land waiting to be considered - and that so
many Christian land managers are recognising the importance and urgency of addressing climate change
and species loss. Please pray for energy and wisdom for
our small team as they visit and assess potential partners and seek to expand the network into areas of the
UK where there is little coverage to date.
28 Mar: Our Target 25 project is aimed at reversing the
6

Some things may be missing as everyone
thought that someone would write about
what happened, so no one did!
What could YOU have put in this space?
YOUR magazine needs YOU!

The sections in the Eco Church Questionnaire:
Worship and Teaching
Buildings (everything from energy sources and use
through to cleaning materials, loo paper and kitchen
and office supplies)
Land (over which the church has control—is it managed
for biodiversity etc.)
Community Engagement
Lifestyle
Want to know more? Please contact Chris Curd

decline in species at threat in the UK by improving habitats at a local level. Please pray
for our team as they work with our Partners
and reserves to identify species and habitats on their sites which could be managed
effectively to increase local populations.
Pray, in particular, for our Partners as they
seek to recruit staff and interns to help with
their conservation work.

Plant for the Planet!

Dawlish Coast Eco Progress Report









All the churches have had a visit from the DAC
heating adviser. Reports on the efficiency etc of
the heating systems have been received. Talk to
your Churchwarden/s if you are interested.
St George's is having a return visit at the end of
February along with the lighting adviser and a
DAC architect to advise re insulation and a new,
green lighting system.
We are just starting to look at calculating the
carbon footprint for each building
A Rocha Eco Church - at the last D/PCC
meetings, there was a short presentation on
both Net Zero Carbon & becoming “Eco
Church”. The first specific topics introduced
were the use of florists’ foam, & recycled toilet
paper. Information on these should be available in each church. Members of the “Green
Team” are going to check the survey & decide
what should be tackled next in each church.
At the next Church Councils, decisions will be
made or reports received about the elimination
of florists' foam and the toilet paper that will be
used. In addition, the next survey item will be
presented.

DAC—Diocesan Advisory Committee for the Care of Churches—
the body that advises on work on buildings and deals with faculty
(church planning permission) application. The visits of the speciality advisers are free and without commitment. Details can be
found on the Diocesan website, following the links to find
“buildings”.

Net Zero Carbon refers to a state in which the greenhouse gases going into the atmosphere are balanced
by removal out of the atmosphere. The term net zero
is important because – for CO2 at least – this is the
state at which global warming stops.
netzeroclimate.org
And from a webinar on the CE website
“Carbon” – shorthand for ALL greenhouse gas emissions which are generally measured
according to agreed conventions in
CO2 equivalent tonne.
The average UK citizen is responsible for 10/12 tonnes carbon per
year.
To calculate Net Zero Carbon emissions, calculate the gross footprint of energy used,
take off any carbon offsetting or sequestration, and
the result is the Net Carbon Footprint, for which we
7

If you have control over any
land, or even a pot on a balcony, then
please grow some insect friendly
plants. It may surprise you to know that many of
our modern flowering plants to do provide any
help for our insects, including bees and butterflies, at all.
If a flower has lots of petals and the
“inside” cannot be seen, then it is likely that an
insect cannot use of it. So from the point of view
of wildlife, when it comes to dahlias, for example, some help and provide food, others do not.
There are many lists online and if you have seed
catalogues then these days there will be a little
bee or butterfly symbol next to the appropriate
flowers.
But here are just a few easy to source
ideas. (Gardeners will be aware of many more!)
Lavender—bees adore this; antirrhinum/
snapdragon, cosmos, alstroemeria/Peruvian lily,
calendula officianalis/English marigold, phlox,
tagetes/French marigold, most herb flowers.
If you have never really grown anything before;
if you think you do not have green fingers, why
not plant a lavender or some antirrhinum?
When it comes to what we call “geranium”
which are in fact “perlagonium”, they are sterile
as far as wildlife goes. If you want some, then
plant them along with other plants. On the
other hand, the true geranium, the cranesbill, is
good for creatures!

Peat is Perishing!
Please do your very utmost to avoid buying
potting compost which contains peat. It is not
always easy to see of what it is made on the
sack, so it involves some checking. Peat of
course is an important “sink” for carbon and the
extraction of peat is causing untold damage.
are aiming for zero. A
large, mature tree takes
up 4 tonnes CO2 over its
whole lifetime. If it rots
or burns at the end of its
life, the CO2 is returned
to the atmosphere.

It has been an exciting last 12 months for new
species around the globe, with 550 new fish,
mammals, plants, reptiles and insects discovered and new to science.
Amongst some of the more improbable findings
are a new species of amphibian discovered in NE
Australia. Called the Screaming tree frog, the species was identified by scientists purely based on
the different call it made from other better-known
species. In the Western Himalayan Churah Valley,
a confined University student was taking photos of
nature in his back garden to cope during lockdown. The student stumbled upon a snake curled
up in a corner and sent a photo to one of the main
Indian Universities. Amazingly they identified it as
a species entirely new to science!

As we celebrate and wonder at new species
still being found, we must also do everything
we can to turn around the overwhelming trend
of species and habitat loss. A successful
COP15 is critical to that.
A Rocha UK will be working with our allies to influence the UK government’s positions at COP15,
and with other members of the worldwide A Rocha
family to monitor and report on the conference itself.
Written by Andy Lester, A Rocha UK’s Head of Conservation for their February 2022 eNews.

Using up leftovers—Devilled
Turkey

Sometimes the new species don’t look very impressive. Take the flightless Ewok weevil found in
Melanesia. A whole new group of these brown
flightless invertebrates were discovered in 2021
with each one given the name of a Star Wars character. (Un)fortunately Chewbacca weevil and Yoda
weevil don’t quite look like their film equivalents.

•
•
•
•
•

Perhaps the most spectacular discovery in 2021
was the Killer tobacco plant. This innocuous looking white flower was first described last year from
a lorry rest stop in Western Australia. It’s not as
delicate as at first sight; thousands of tiny hairs
cover the stems and attract insects. The insects
stick to the hairs and are slowly digested.

•
•

Cooked leftovers of turkey
2oz butter
2TBsp tomato sauce
4 TBsp Worcester sauce
I heaped teaspoon
“made” mustard
1 tsp anchovy essence
Pepper—preferably red

Melt butter in bowl over pan of hot water. Mix in
everything else except the meat.
Slice up turkey and soak in sauce for about 30
mins, turning occasionally. Keep water hot.
Tip turkey and sauce into frying pan with a little
more butter and fry until it starts to brown.
Serve with boiled rice

These discoveries are truly remarkable given the
unrelenting speed at which the human race is accelerating extinction through over-development
and climate change. The best estimate of extinction rates is approximately 150-235 species lost on Sent in by Barbara Rains who assures us it works quite well
average every day according to the UN. The WWF with chicken or pork as well. Does anyone else have a fasuggests it could be as many as 2,000! We are
vourite way of using up leftovers?
losing more species that we are finding by a huge
margin. This really matters for our own survival as
a species. Approximately 10% of all vascular (rootbearing) plants have a known medicinal purpose.
Without plant-based chemicals we would not only
struggle for food but also for the cures to many illnesses. There are up to 500,000 plant species
with medical value. Yet in a single year we are losing at least 85,000 species, mostly plants and insects.
In April this year a critical international biodiversity
summit will take place in Kunming, China. Known
as COP15 of the UN Convention on Biological Diversity, this conference aims to set new goals for
stopping the destruction of species and habitats,
just as COP26 on climate, in Glasgow last November, was tasked with reaching agreement on keeping global warming below 1.5 degrees above preindustrial levels. Without nature the planet has no
future.
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What is “Green” Electricity?

There are four different approaches that energy
companies take to providing '100% renewable'
Many people are puzzled by this concept. After all the electricity tariffs. These are:
1.
Providing renewable power from generapower to your home does not change when you go
tors the company operates to meet cusonto a green tariff. It is still the same electricity comtomer demand;
ing through your meter. Some have expressed the
Helping customers to buy stakes in renewaview that it is big companies climbing on a bandwag- 2.
ble generation and matching their conon for the sake of their own profits. It is certainly true
sumption to the output (e.g. a customer
that different companies have different approaches.
buys a stake in a wind farm) – this is rare;
The following has been taken from the website of
3.
Having a contract or trading deal to take
“Which?” and my be useful.
the output of a renewable generator and
incorporate it into a tariff;
The average UK fuel mix in electricity generation is
4.
Matching customer consumption against
•
Renewables 40.3%
renewable output via traded certificates
•
Natural gas 38.2%
(e.g. REGOs).
•
Nuclear 16.1%
Many
companies use a combination of these.
•
Coal 2.7%
Firms can buy certificates separately from the
•
Other fuels 2.7%
Source: Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Straterenewable power.
gy's UK fuel mix, for 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021.

If you buy a 100% renewable tariff, it changes which
part of the energy market you are paying for.
There is no set definition of what a renewable or
green tariff is, and companies take a variety of approaches. To make an ‘environmental claim’ about a
tariff, an energy company must:
1.
Show that the environmental gain is because
the customer chose the tariff
2.
Publish its fuel mix and information about the
environmental benefit of the tariff
3.
Be able to prove where its renewable energy
has come from, by having enough certificates.

How do you tell if you’re picking a truly green
energy company? Since there is no set definition
of what a green or renewable tariff is, it can be
hard to tell. First, be clear about what you want
or expect from the company you buy from. Then,
look out for the following to help you:
1.
2.
3.

4.
To sell “100% renewable” electricity, a company must
buy enough certificates for renewable energy to
5.
match what customers on the tariff use a year.
These certificates prove that a megawatt hour of renewable electricity has been generated. There are
two types of certificate:
1.
Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin (REGO)
for UK generated electricity
2.
Guarantees of Origin (GoOs) if they’re for electricity generated in the EU.
But these certificates don’t prove that the company
has generated any renewable electricity itself, nor
bought renewable electricity directly from a generator. Companies can buy them without buying the associated renewable electricity.
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Does the company say it owns renewable
generation, such as solar or wind farms?
Can you tell if the company buys power (as
well as certificates) from generators?
Is there a clear explanation of how the
company proves that the electricity it sells
is 100% renewable?
Does the company explain REGO/GoO certificates and how it uses them?
Does the company have direct links to fossil
fuels? Some companies generate renewable power and also own gas power stations
or invest in oil.

Don’t be swayed by environmentally friendly images, designs and phrases if they’re not backedup with factual information.
Taken from Which? online – Nov 21 and Jan 22
Using up eggshells
Wash/clean and remove white
membrane. Crush into small
pieces (grains) and use in the
garden to deter slugs!
Barbara Rains

The 2nd in the mini series by Richard Orr, on Gifts for Syrian Children
opportunities for deepening our faith.
The parcel arrived safely in
Are Alpha Courses still around?
Brighton; Samara texted
Was a question I heard over a cuppa at our re- this picture! By the time
cently revived coffee after church. Both Tracey you read this our bags
and I attended the course in a previous parish could be in Syria!
and it certainly was a major stepping stone in
our faith journey. So I decided to explore if it
was indeed still around and still drawing nonChristians to a new life.
The Alpha Course is a great way to find out
more about God and learn what having faith is
all about. It's also good for new Christians who
want to learn more about the journey with
God. You will likely make new friends at the
course and it's an ideal way to join in with
church life. The Alpha Course attempts to answer many of the questions new Christians
have like; how do I read the Bible?, how can we
have faith?, does God still heal today?, in what
ways does God guide us?, why did Jesus have to
die?,who is Jesus? who is the Holy Spirit and
Thank you so much to all those who contributed. I
what is His role in the believers life?
It’s a good place to start your Christian life but can’t thank you all individually, so please take this as
like everything, the more you explore your faith your “thank-you”. As well as beautiful new items
the more God expects you think for yourself – which were given, there was £210 in cash. Including
to ‘own your relationship with Him’- which can carriage the cost of buying items to make up the bags
be an ever demanding but fulfilling partnership. was £215.89! There is also a donation to the cost of
the shipping container.
The good news is Alpha is still growing and
flourishing across the globe and in Devon.
Alpha courses are currently being hosted in
Exeter and elsewhere. It is available online but I
think that inhibits the free flow of the discussion. There is no cost and there is normally a
small meal or tea and cakes beforehand. Alpha
is typically 9-12 weeks long. St Gregory’s has
hosted very successful Alpha courses in the
past, as Marjorie Thorne and others can attest.
Maybe we should run one in the Dawlish area
in the autumn?
Here is a link to the Alpha website if you want
to find out more: https://alpha.org/
Eco-friendly milk.
We have plenty of encouragement to recycle
plastic containers but re-usable glass bottles are still
available. Either delivered from Dunne's Dairies or
more expensively from Milk and More. Or at Lloyd
Maunder (both Dawlish and Teignmouth) where you
refill your own bottles....99p a litre once you've paid
for the bottle, though only semi skimmed. Helen
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Diocesan Prayer Diary for March.
“Show me your ways, Lord, teach me your paths. Guide me
in your truth and teach me, for you are God my Saviour,
and my hope is in you all day long.”- Psalm 25:4-5
Tuesday 1st – Saturday 5th Dear Lord, we thank you for
your provision to us, each and every day. We pray that we
may be the ones sharing this with those around us and
count it a privilege to do so.
1.As we celebrate Shrove Tuesday, or pancake day, may we
be thankful for the food we have and mindful of those who
are hungry. Give us courage to stick to our promises and
strength to develop new habits as we come closer to you
during this period of Lent in preparation for Easter.
2. Heavenly Father, for Ash Wednesday we confess our sins
and say sorry for the things we have done we should not
have done and the things that we did not do that we
should have done. The cross of ash that some will mark on
their foreheads today reminds us that we need your salvation as we begin Lent.
3. On World Book Day we pray for children in Devon to
know the joy of reading and being read to. Thank you for
schools, literacy charities and libraries which work with
children to provide books and inspire their imaginations.

Sunday 6th – Saturday 12th Dear Lord, thank you for your goodness to us. Thank you for your guidance for us, as we learn to
pray and remember your gift to us
6.For the Beacon Parishes Mission Community, its priest Andrew Down, LLM Hillarie Griggs, & for all who live and worship
in Woodland, Ipplepen w Torbryan, Denbury & Broadhempston.
7.For the Bere Ferrers with Bere Alston Mission Community, its
priest Nick Law, and for all who live and worship in Bere Ferrers
with Bere Alston.
8. In our link with Cyprus and the Gulf we pray for The Archdeacon of the Gulf, The Venerable Bill Schwartz as he prepares to
retire in April.
9.For the Bideford and the Four Villages Mission Community, its
clergy Claire Rose-Casemore, Marisa Cockfield, Kevin Beer,
Christopher Hutchins, Robin Pirrie, LLM Sarah Cordingley, and
for all who live and worship in Weare Giffard, Monkleigh, Littleham, Landcross and Bideford.
10. For the Bovey Valley Mission Community, its priest Graham
Hamilton, LLM Carolyn Laycock, and for all who live and worship
in Ilsington, Hennock, Bovey Tracey St Peter, St Paul and St
Thomas of Canterbury and Bovey Tracey St John with Heathfield.
11. On International Women’s Day we pray for a gender equal
world where difference is not discriminated against but is valued & celebrated. A world free of prejudice & discrimination &
violence against women.— in the name of Jesus Christ.

4.On this World Day of Prayer, we join our prayers with
others around the globe who will be doing the same. Thank
you that where two or three gather in your name, you are
there. We also pray that the Diocese Life Events conference 12.For the Devon Church Weddings volunteer team at Westtoday and tomorrow will be a springboard for building new point Wedding Fair this weekend hoping to reach out to enrelationships through baptisms, weddings and funerals.
gaged couples and inspire them to have a church wedding and
build their lives in the local church community.
5.In our link with Bayeux-Lisieux we pray for the VicarGeneral Pere Laurent Lair, in his work to support the BishSunday 13th – Saturday 19th Dear Lord, please reveal to us
op, and for the Bishop’s Council.
when there are things in our lives that are holding us back in
our call to follow you and your ways.

Rest in Peace and Rise in Glory
If readers feel anyone else should
be mentioned, contact the editor.
February
Phyllis Bishop (St Greg’s and St George’s)
Private cremation
Hazel Legg (St Gregory’s)
Freda Slee; service and burial at St Mary’s
Leslie Harding; service at St Gregory’s

13.For the Braunton Mission Community, its priest David Baker,
and for all who live and worship in Braunton
14.In our link with the Diocese of Thika we pray for The Venerable Joseph Wanyoike of Ruiru Archdeaconry, his clergy and people in this rapidly growing area on the outskirts of Nairobi. We
pray for the parish of Ruiru and Highlands parish which has
started ‘Umoja’ Church and Community Development Process.
15. For the Brixham Mission Community, its clergy Stephen
Daphne Pugh who was a member of St. Gregory’s for a
number of years and supported the work of the church as a
volunteer in a number of ways has died unexpectedly The
funeral was on the 10th February at at Exeter Crematorium, followed by refreshments at the Strand Centre.

Unto Him, who is able to present us faultless before the presence of his glory with exceeding joy,
to the only wise God our Saviour; glory, majesty,
dominion and power, now and forever. Amen
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Yates, John Gay, Angela Sumner, LLMs Hilary Hyde, Elaine
Vestey, Wendy Emlyn, & for all who live & worship in Lower Brixham, All Saints, St Mary, Kingswear, Churston Ferrers
16.For the Buckland Monachorum Mission Community, its
clergy Andy Bowden, Andrew Farmer, LLMs Paul Nixon,
Angela Smith, Mark Smith, and for all who live and worship
in Buckland Monachorum.

23. On our second year of the Covid-19 National Day of Reflection we pray for those who are in mourning and all clergy and
LLMs who have led so many funerals for Coronavirus victims.
We pray for the comfort of our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
24 On The Feast of the Annunciation we pray that, just as Mary
was told of her purpose, we too will know how to use our gifts
to see His kingdom come.

17 The Central Exeter Mission Community, its priest Sheila
Swarbrick; for all who live and worship in central Exeter.

25. As millions around the world turn off their appliances and
lights for Earth Hour (8.30—9.30pm) we reflect on the light that
Jesus brings to the world and how we better can steward the
18. We pray for the work of Comic Relief to help people live
Earth. We also lift up those struggling to pay their energy bills.
free of poverty, violence and discrimination. Thank you for
the fun of Red Nose Day and the laughter it brings to com26. For the Culm Valley Mission Community, its clergy Simon
munities. We pray we will have the courage to stand up
Talbot, Michelle Parton, Gudrun Thomas, LLMs Chris Russell,
and make a difference.
Katharyn Mumby, and for all who live and worship in Willand,
Uffculme and Kentisbeare.
19. For the Coast & Combe Mission Community, its clergy
John Roles, Giles King-Smith, Ann Lewis, for Mark Ruoff as
27On Mothering Sunday, we thank you for family life. Thank
he prepares to join them, LLMs Theresa Powell, Sally- Ann
you for mothers, for their love, guidance and care. Help them
Molligoda, and for all who live and worship in Saint Sabito know how loved and appreciated they are. We also pray for
nus, Woolacombe, Saint Matthew, Lee, Mortehoe,
mothers who are feeling weary, and we lift up to you those who
Ilfracombe St Philip and St James, Ilfracombe, Combe Mar- have lost their mother or are longing to be a mother.
tin, Bittadon and Berrynarbor.
28. For the Dart & Avon Mission Community, its clergy Gina
th
st
Sunday 20 – Thursday 31 Dear Lord, we thank you for
Radford, Laura McAdam, LLMs Pam Saunders, David Harwood,
your invitation to us ‘not to worry’. Help us as we navigate
& for all who live & worship in Staverton with Landscove, South
our way through our life and its up and downs and fill us
Brent, Rattery, Littlehempston, Dean Prior and Buckfastleigh.
with your Spirit who will lead us in all wisdom.
29.We pray for the Sisters of Melanesia. Fill them with your
20. For the Coast and Country Mission Community, its
Spirit, wisdom, love and power. May they serve you without
priest Alison Shaw, and for all who live and worship in
fear, shame or doubt.
Strete, Stoke Fleming, East Allington and Blackawton.
30. For the Dartmouth & Dittisham Mission Community, its
21. For the Crediton Mission Community, its clergy
priest Andrew Langley, and for all who live and worship in DittiMatthew Tregenza, Janet May, Lewis Scott Eden, LLMs Car- sham, Dartmouth Saint Clement (Townstal).
ol Price, Sandra Collier, and for all who live and worship in
31. We pray for our PTO’s & our Deanery Lay chairs: we ask that
Shobrooke, Sandford with Upton Hellions and Crediton.
you give them continual strength to fulfil the roles that you
22. For the Cullompton Mission Community, its clergy Edhave encouraged them to undertake through discernment &
ward Hobbs, Marilyn Sanders, LLM Simon Friend, and for all prayerful reflection; we pray that their ministries & responsibiliwho live and worship in Cullompton.
ties are under pinned by your grace and loving wisdom

Contact and Social Media Details
Benefice Office 01626 864322. usually open Tuesday and
Thursday mornings. At other times messages can be left.
st.gregs@btinternet.com.
For all three churches, enquiries about Baptism and Marriage can be made to the Parish Office or to The Reverend
Dallas Ayling, Rector of the Dawlish Coast Mission Community— 01626 867386. revddallasayling@yahoo.co.uk.
For enquiries about Funerals, contact Dallas directly.
St Mary’s Cofton: If you would like to receive regular
news from St Mary's, please contact the Churchwarden,
Valerie Jeffery, 01626 890401. St Mary's Hall bookings:

contact Brian Hodge on 01626 862445 or
email bhodgedawlish@aol.com
Website: www.cofe-in-dawlish.org.uk
Coastline Editor and Benefice Eco Champion
Revd Preb Christine Curd, 07771842334;
prebchris2020@gmail.com; next Ed date 17th March.
All clipart is believed to be free to use on a non profit making
basis.
Find us on Facebook
St Mary’s Cofton; St Mary’s Church Hall, Dawlish Warren;
St George’s Holcombe; St Gregory’s Dawlish
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